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Europe has been for more than six decades a guarantor of peace, freedom and democracy.
The Community is moving closer and closer together – the six original founding states
have grown into a union of 27 members. Cooperation and integration have superseded the
centuries of confrontation on the European continent. Never before in their history have
its peoples and states lived and worked together as they do today. Europe has a common
currency, a common home market and a common trade policy. And Europe is starting to
live up to its international responsibility to a greater extent than it has done before. 

None of this, however, was a matter of course – nor is Europe a perpetuum mobile. Again
and again it takes strength, courage and hard work to create more common ground on our
continent. The euro has become in this process the most visible and tangible sign of
Europe’s resolve to durably consolidate and deepen its unification. And so the financial
and state-indebtedness crisis of recent years is not just any crisis; it is a test, an hour 
of truth for the idea of European unification. 

Against the background of these current challenges, the Board of Directors of the Society
for the Conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen aims therefore with
the awarding of the prize in 2012 to send out a signal for the unity of Europe. In the per-
son of Wolfgang Schäuble we pay tribute to an important contender for the community
currency – a personality for whom Europe has been for many years a matter of the heart
and of inner conviction, and who knows that only together will Europe be able to meet
the challenges of a globalized world. “Europe is like a bicycle. Stop it, and it falls over.”
These words of Jacques Delors, the great European and Charlemagne laureate of 1992,
were quoted by Schäuble in a speech on European policy in Paris.  This makes clear once
more that even in difficult times Wolfgang Schäuble aims to vigorously advance the work 
of unification, and to organize more community of purpose in Europe.

On 17 May the Federal Finance Minister, Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble, will be awarded the 
53rd International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen. The honour will be conferred on a great
European who has rendered historic service on behalf of overcoming German and
European division, and who especially in times of crisis has been an important initiator 
of impetus for advancing unification towards Political Union.

Let us give Wolfgang Schäuble a cordial welcome to Aachen.

Marcel Philipp
Mayor

Important
Initiator 
of Impetus 
for a Unified
Europe
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2008Citation of the Board of Directors of
the Society for the Conferring of the
International Charlemagne Prize of
Aachen in Honour of the
German Federal Finance Minister
Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble

In tribute to his outstanding service in the cause of over-
coming the division of Germany and Europe and his role
as a generator of ideas and an important protagonist in
nearly all progress in European integration in the last
three decades, and in recognition of his important con-
tribution to stabilizing the Monetary Union and deepening
the unification process, the Board of Directors of the
Society for the Conferring of the International Charle-
magne Prize of Aachen honours in the year 2012 the
Federal Minister of Finance, Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble.

“Twenty-one years after the peaceful unification of East
and West Germany, and after weeks of intensive debates
on Europe…it is most particularly rewarding at this point
to look back again and call to mind the importance of
Europe for Germany’s second chance….The fact that we
are privileged to live in a unified Germany under the
free and democratic rule of law, in prosperity and peace,
surrounded by nations joined with us in friendship – this
was for most members of the generation preceding us
unimaginable….Without our embedding in the European
Union, the peaceful reunification of Germany would
have become infinitely harder –  if not impossible. We
remember the misgivings of individual friends and partners
of ours, misgivings that it was possible to counter by
citing Germany’s deep-rooted integration in united Europe.
We would be ill-advised to consider this passé today.
Rather, it is still true that the future and the success of

reunited Germany are inextricably bound up with its
integration in European institutions and their continued
purposeful development….In the last few months it has
become clear that the answer to the crisis can only mean
more Europe.”

When Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble speaks about
Europe, he is by no means concerned about fiscal and
monetary policy problems alone. Much more frequently
he calls to mind very basic questions; for Europe is for
him a matter of the heart and of inner conviction. And
when even such sharp-tongued critics as the philosopher
Jürgen Habermas see the longest-serving member of
the German Parliament as “the last prominent European
in the Cabinet”, the words also suggest great respect
for the life work of the man from Baden.

The euro stands for Europe’s resolve to durably strengthen
and deepen its unification. It stands for the conviction
that only together is Europe equal to the challenges of
a globalized world. Thus the future of the euro is indivi-
sibly linked to the persuasive force of the idea of Euro-
pean unification. All the more important, therefore, are
the auxiliary stabilizing measures that since 2009 have
successively been implemented; all the more important
are, above all, the appropriate steps to take in conse-
quence of the current crisis. Europe stands at a cross-
roads – leading either to political union or long-term
unimportance! When today extremely nervous financial
markets test whether and to what extent the European
design – that of monetary union without political union
including closely coordinated budgetary, financial and
social policies – is able to function, it becomes clear
that the communitization of monetary policy must be
followed by further steps, that in the long term more
Europe is the only option promising stability, growth
and security. 

The consolidation of state finances in the entire EU, 
the installation of the budget and debt brake, the
strengthening of the right to impose sanctions in the
event of non-adherence to the criteria of the common
currency – all of these are right steps. Beyond this
however we need a wide-ranging debate on the deepe-
ning of European unification going far beyond the debt
debate and the euro. “For the crisis…shows first of all
that European unification is the right answer to the
21st century. Secondly, that in fact we are no longer
fully sovereign and have not been so for a long time;
for the events in other countries, other markets, other
systems directly influence our lives….European unification
takes into account the fact that since the mid-20th
century the nation state has no longer been able to
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perform that which it had performed since the 17th
century. Accordingly, what we need in the 21st century
is a new form of governmental cooperation.” The man
who said that is numbered among those who in the past
30 years made a decisive contribution to the develop-
ment of the European Union, and among those who today
bear key responsibility for the stability of Europe:

Wolfgang Schäuble was born on 18 September 1942 in
Freiburg im Breisgau. After finishing secondary school
in 1961 he studied law and economics at the universities
of Freiburg and Hamburg. After completing the first
state legal exam (1966) a legal traineeship and the se-
cond state legal exam (1970) he earned his doctorate 
in 1971 and joined the tax administration of the State
of Baden-Württemberg.

In 1972 he was elected for the first time to the German
Bundestag (Parliament), to which he has since belonged
without a break as a directly elected representative. 
At the latest it was by the time of his election as Parli-
amentary Manager of the CDU/CSU Parliamentary Group
in 1981 that long-term and very intensive cooperation
began with Helmut Kohl, who two years after the change
of government in November 1984 appointed him Federal
Minister for Special Tasks and Head of the Federal
Chancellery. 

In April 1989 Schäuble switched to the Federal Ministry
of the Interior, where in the year thereafter, as the Fed-
eral Government’s chief negotiator, he was in charge of
shaping the East-West-German unification treaty, together
with Günther Krause, at that time Permanent Secretary
to the GDR Prime Minister de Maizière. Schäuble and
Krause signed the treaty, comprising several hundred pages,
on 31 August 1990. In retrospect, Schäuble emphasizes:
“Such a felicitous development was not necessarily to be
expected – considering the partitioning of Europe into
hostile blocs facing each other and armed to the teeth,
and considering the bloody suppression of the striving
for freedom in East Berlin on 17 June 1953, Hungary in
1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968 and Poland in 1981. Only
with this scenario as a starting point can the signifi-
cance of the events of 1989-1990 be really assessed:
from the Monday demonstrations in the GDR to the
consummation of state unity on 3 October 1990. And
the way all that happened was not disorderly; it pro-
ceeded on the basis of juridically water-tight laws and
treaties, and a dialogue conducted on an equal footing.
The decisions taken back then have proved to be the
right ones. Reunified Germany has become normal, in
the best sense of the word.”

Only a few days after unity was accomplished, Schäuble
was severely injured in an attempt on his life on 12 Oc-
tober 1990 and since then has been confined to a wheel-
chair. A bare six weeks later he returned, governed by
iron discipline, to public life. Following the first all-Ger-
man elections and his initial reappointment as Interior
Minister, he became in 1991 head of the CDU/CSU par-
liamentary group in the Bundestag, which he built up
into the “strongest power base in the government camp”
alongside the Chancellery (“Süddeutsche Zeitung”, 28
March 1994), also and above all accomplishing its con-
ceptional repositioning. It was Schäuble himself (along
with the CDU representative Karl Lamers) who in Sep-
tember 1994 presented a position paper with ideas on
European policy, a paper whose impulses have been
reflected up to the present day in the debate on the
future of Europe. In it Schäuble called for a further
institutional development of the EU: “The aim must be
the strengthening of the EU’s ability to act, and its
democratic and federal organization and development.
To this end it will be necessary to answer the consti-
tutional question – who does what? – in a document re-
sembling a constitution and marking out in clear language
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“The answer to the 
crisis can only mean
more Europe”.
(Dr.Wolfgang Schäuble)



the respective responsibilities of the European Union,
nation states and regions, and defining the Union’s non-
material foundations….All existing institutions, the
Council, the Commission, the Presidency and the Euro-
pean Parliament, must be reformed….Besides increased
efficiency, democratization must be recognized as the
guiding principle for all reforms.” And if Schäuble was
already stressing back then the necessity of a resultant
“common, mutually aligned policy” in the sectors of
monetary, fiscal, budgetary, economic and social policy
for the Monetary Union, all the more urgent is this
challenge as it faces the EU today.

After the government lost its majority in the autumn of
1998, Schäuble became in November of the same year
the CDU’s national chairman in addition to heading the
parliamentary group. In the course of the donations affair
that came to light at the end of 1999, he announced
in February 2000 his resignation from both posts in order
“to initiate and make possible a fresh start”. Thereafter,

besides continuing to hold a seat in the Bundestag, he
concentrated mainly on his activity as head of a working
group on the respective allocation of responsibilities
between the EU and its member states, advocating above
all more authority for the EU in foreign and security and
defence policy.

In October 2002 he re-joined the executive committee
of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group in the Bundestag
as the deputy of Angela Merkel. With his re-appointment
as Interior Minister in the Grand Coalition (CDU/CSU
and SPD), he returned definitively in 2005 to the first
rank of national politics, and with the launching of the
Islam Conference he sent out a widely noticed signal of

integration and intercultural dialogue. Four years later
the Chancellor called on her predecessor as party chair-
man to be the Federal Finance Minister. 

On both the national and European level, Wolfgang
Schäuble is one of the few currently active politicians
who were involved in the crucial progress made in
European integration from the 1980s on:  in 1986 the
Single European Act leading to the Single Market; in
1990 the Unification Treaty overcoming German and
European division; in 1992 the Treaty of Maastricht
creating the Monetary Union, and the European Union
superseding the European Communities; in 1996 the
Stability and Growth Pact; in 1997 the Treaty of Am-
sterdam, up to the Lisbon Treaty of 2007. As a member
of the government and/or majority leader in the Bun-
destag, Schäuble was in a responsible position involving
him in all these steps, some of which he decisively 
helped to structure.

Thus it was not very surprising that the Chancellor in
2009 entrusted the most experienced CDU/CSU politician
with the post of Finance Minister, functioning as the
key to stabilizing the common currency. Schäuble had 
a crucial share in all measures agreed since then: e.g.
on the national level the prohibition of uncovered short
sales and the Bank Restructuring Act; and on the Eu-
ropean level the Greek aid package, the reform of the
Stability and Growth Pact, the Euro-Plus Act (“debt
brake” inter alia), the European “bailout fund” (EFSF,
EFSM), the recapitalization of the banks and the
European Stability Mechanism (ESM).

Above and beyond the very broad range of individual
crisis-relief and crisis-prevention measures, Schäuble
has long worked to initiate and implement structural
and institutional reforms:  “We are building a new
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institutional architecture for the euro-zone, which will
mean more Europe and more stability….In the euro-
zone so far, there has been only a common monetary
policy and no finance policy. That is the problem, and
that is what we must change, step by step. On the
European level we must achieve more binding commit-
ment and more ability to carry things through.”

Germany and France have in the view of Schäuble, whose
life roots are in the Baden-Alsace border region, special
responsibility: “The successful achievement of European
unification lies in the Germans’ existential interest.
What is good for Europe is good for Germany. Europe
cannot be built on the hegemony principle….But it is
regularly expected of us as the largest member state
that we, shoulder to shoulder with France, assume a
leadership function. For only if and when Germany and
France pull together can frequently difficult questions
be resolved.”

To this end Europe must, in his view, “continue to be
willing to move, to reform itself institutionally, to speak
with one voice.…I am convinced that the answer to the
global challenges is more Europe.” “It is often asked:
What does this mean for the young? My answer to the
question of what all this means for the young is for me
at any rate clear: Without a Europe that is succeeding,

that faces up to its responsibility in this world full of
exciting change, full of great challenges – and also full
of fascinating opportunities – our chances in this world
are slim. A Europe that is succeeding is the best provi-
sion we can make for a good future.”

In the person of Federal Finance Minister Dr. Wolfgang
Schäuble, the Board of Directors for the Conferring of
the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen honours
in the year 2012 a great European who has made a his-
toric contribution to overcoming German and European
division, who has shared in all important progress in
European integration of the last three decades and who,
especially in times of crisis, has been an important
initiator of impetus for advancing unification towards
Political Union.



Text of the Certificate
On Ascension Day, the 17th of May 2012,

in the Coronation Hall of the Aachen Town Hall,

the former Imperial Palace,

the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen 

was awarded to 

the Federal Finance Minister

Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble
in tribute to his outstanding service 

in overcoming the division and contributing to the strengthening of Europe.

Inscription on the Medal
Charlemagne Prize of Aachen 2012

Wolfgang Schäuble
For the unity of Europe

6 756

Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble
Federal Finance Minister

biographical dates 
Dr.Wolfgang Schäuble

´´

´

´

c

´

´

Date of birth
18 September 1942
Birthplace
Freiburg, Germany

Education

1961 - 1966
Study of law and economics at the universities of 
Freiburg im Breisgau and Hamburg; first state legal examination

1970
Second state legal examination

1971
Doctor of Laws degree

Professional career

1966 - 1971
On the staff of the university of Freiburg
assistant to the Rector’s commissioner 
for political education

1972
Regierungsrat (senior civil servant) 
in the finance administration of the state 
of Baden-Württemberg

1974 - 1984
Lawyer for the Pension Fund for members 
of the legal profession
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biographical dates
Dr.Wolfgang Schäuble

78

´´

Political career

1972
Member of the German Bundestag (Parliament)

1981-1984
Parliamentary Secretary of the CDU/CSU Parliamentary Group 
in the German Bundestag

1984
Federal Minister for Special Tasks and head of the Federal Chancellery

1989
Federal Interior Minister

1991 - 2000
Head of the CDU/CSU Parliamentary Group in the Bundestag

1998 - 2000
CDU National Chairman

2005
Federal Interior Minister

Since October 2009
Federal Finance Minister

Awards

� Germany:  Grand Cross of the Order of Merit 
of the Federal Republic of Germany (1991)

� France: Grand Officer of  the ordre National du Mérite (1988)

� Italy: Grand Cross of the Order of Merit of the Italian Republic (1986)

� Luxembourg: Grand Officer of the Order of the Oak Crown (2011)

� Medal of Merit of the state of Baden-Württemberg (2008)

� Honorary doctorates from several universities
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An idea on behalf of which outstanding personalities,
heads of government and state and even the Holy
Father accept a prize whose origin derives solely from
a citizens’ initiative in the best sense of those words –
such an idea must be an important one. And the tribute
paid years ago by Helmut Kohl, former Chancellor and
honorary citizen of Europe, to the International Charle-
magne Prize of Aachen as the “most important political
award” that Europe had to confer clearly indicates the
historical development of the citizens’ prize for great
Europeans, a prize that was born amid the ruins of the
Second World War.

Soon after the end of that war, following years of
mental manipulation and indoctrination, the Aachen
merchant Dr. Kurt Pfeiffer, together with a few friends,
founded a small literary society called the “Corona
Legentium Aquensis”, which would become the embryo
of the Charlemagne Prize. With Pfeiffer’s financial sup-
port the literary society, growing in importance and
influence in Aachen, was able to put on exhibitions and
lecture series with politicians, scholars and creative
artists from all over Europe. The discussions in the
Corona inspired Pfeiffer to think about possible ways
to take part in the political process in Europe – outside
of political parties and parliaments but actively and
with public impact – and to participate in a peaceful
shaping of the future.

A few days before the Christmas of 1949, Pfeiffer used
a meeting of the Corona on 19 December to present
his idea for the endowment of an Aachen Prize “for the
most valuable contribution in the service of West Eu-
ropean understanding and joint endeavour and in the
service of humanity and world peace”. The initiative
met with an extraordinarily positive response, both in
the press and on the part of important personalities.
This encouraged Pfeiffer to mount a vigorous campaign
for his plans.  Within a short time he assembled senior
representatives of the city administration, the technical
university, the Catholic church, municipal politics and
the business community for the proclamation of the
“Charlemagne Prize of the City of Aachen”.

Participating for the city were Mayor (Oberbürgermeister)
Dr. Albert Maas, City Manager Albert Servais, and Bürger-
meister Ludwig Kuhnen. They saw the Prize as a way to
revive Aachen's half-forgotten European past and to focus
the attention of European-minded people on the Imperial
City. The fact that Pfeiffer assigned high priority to the
economic aspects of unification was probably supported
with vigour in particular by those founders representing
the business community. Among them were the President

of the Chamber of Commerce (and later Mayor of Aachen),
Hermann Heusch; the Luxembourgian head of the Verei-
nigte Glaswerke, Dr. Jean Louis Schrader; the head of the
Philipswerke, Carel Nieuwenhuysen of the Netherlands;
and the textile manufacturer Erasmus Schlapp. Along with
Bishop Dr. Johannes Josef van der Velden, who was in
charge of the Charlemagne church and mausoleum, the
signatories of the Proclamation included three university
professors: the Rector of the University of Technology, Dr.
Wilhelm Müller; Dr. Franz Krauß; and Dr. Peter Mennicken.

Some three months after the noteworthy meeting of the
Corona, the “Society for the Conferring of the International
Charlemagne Prize of Aachen” was founded on 14 March
1950; it was to carry out all tasks connected with the
conferring of the Prize, and its first Board of Directors was
made up of the twelve signatories of the Proclamation.
Consisting of a certificate of honour, a medal and a cash
award of 5,000 deutschmarks, the Prize was to be confer-
red annually on a person who had rendered outstanding
service to Europe.
The energy with which Pfeiffer and his friends got to work
is shown by the fact that on Ascension Day in 1950 the
first Charlemagne Prize was conferred on Richard Count
Coudenhove-Kalergi, the founder of the Pan-European
Movement.  The award ceremony in the Coronation Hall
of Aachen’s Town Hall left an indelible impression. For the
first time since the war, the former Imperial Palace – still
marked by war-damage – was the scene of an important
municipal and European celebration. The positive media
reaction at home and abroad inspired the Board of
Directors to take an even bolder part in the process of
European unification. The conferring of the Prize in 1952
on Italy’s Prime Minister Alcide de Gasperi was the inter-
national breakthrough for the award.

The political leaders of the 50s – Jean Monnet, Konrad
Adenauer, Robert Schuman and many more – followed
the Italian and were honoured in Aachen for their out-
standing service on behalf of building a United Europe.
The Charlemagne Prize thus gained political influence and
international prestige. Paul Henri Spaak, commenting in
his speech of thanks in the Coronation Hall in 1957 on
the list of past laureates, rightly noted that  "These are
the most famous names in political postwar Europe."

After the presentation to de Gasperi, the Charlemagne
Prize developed more and more into a pre-eminently poli-
tical award; for it is the elected representatives of the
state who stand in the first rank of those who are actively
engaged in the process of European unification and
through whom, by means of the Charlemagne Prize, poli-
tical influence can be brought to bear. On the other hand,

The International 
Charlemagne Prize of Aachen
Citizens’ Prize for Great Europeans

Dr. Jürgen Linden
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Federal Finance
Minister Dr.Wolfgang

Schäuble with IMF
Managing Director

Christine Lagarde.

Federal Finance
Minister Dr.Wolfgang
Schäuble the guest of 

Pope Benedict XVI
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the cultural and spiritual dimension of European unity
also received its due emphasis, reflected in the choice of
later award-winners such as Don Salvador de Madariaga,
Frère Roger and György Konrád. 

In 1962 it was not possible to award the Prize – for the
second time in its history. To date there have been ten
years in which it was not awarded. The conferring of the
Charlemagne Prize in 1963 on Sir Edward Heath, who

would later become British Prime Minister, marked a 
turning-point in its history in that Heath was the first
laureate representing not a member-state but one that
wanted to join the Community. The membership negotia-
tions had in fact collapsed shortly before, and the pur-
pose of this gesture was to point to a future to be shared
together.

In the 70s and 80s, the awarding of the Prize to represen-
tatives of the emergent democracies in Greece and Spain
was an important signal intended to strengthen the forces
of democracy and to bring these states closer to the Euro-
pean Community. In 1981 the award went to Simone Veil,
the first female laureate and the first president of the
European Parliament, directly elected by the citizens of
Europe.

Dr. Kurt Pfeiffer, the initiator of the Charlemagne Prize,
died on 30 January 1987. He remained to the end of his
life on the Board of Directors, actively participating in the
development of the Prize. Shortly afterwards, former 
U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, the last candidate 
proposed by Pfeiffer – who had in mind a reaffirmation 
of the transatlantic ties – was nominated for the Charle-
magne Prize.

The vote for Kissinger, accompanied by the resignation 
of two dissenting members of the Board of Directors, 
provided the impetus for a critical review of the aims of
the Charlemagne Prize, the selection of laureates, and
also the relationship between the city and the parent
organization – which was mindful of its autonomy and
which, seeking to underscore the character of the award
as an Aachen Bürgerpreis, i.e. initiated and fostered by
Aachen's citizens, took the occasion to change the name
to “Internationaler Karlspreis zu Aachen” (“zu” pointing to
the city as location, in place of “von” suggesting proprie-
torship).

The upheavals in central and eastern Europe and the
events of 1989-90 culminating in German reunification
occasioned a further substantive development of the
Charlemagne Prize in the form of a declaration supple-
menting and updating the Founders’ Proclamation. In this
joint Declaration of 14 November 1990 the Aachen City
Council and the Charlemagne Prize Board of Directors
called for “comprehensively conjoining” the states of
Europe. They also emphasized – as a major new challenge
– the importance of United Europe in the cause of recon-
ciling North-South polarities and in safeguarding our
natural resources.

The awards of the 90s, conferred in particular on repre-
sentatives of the countries of northern and central-eastern
Europe, were accordingly focused fully on the idea of
"comprehensively conjoining" Europe. These laureates,
coming as they did from countries not yet belonging to 
the European Union, embodied the hope for European
unification with the broadest possible scope. 

The honouring of U.S. President Bill Clinton in the anni-
versary year 2000, 50 years after the International Char-
lemagne Prize was first awarded, paid tribute to the
representative of a nation that throughout five decades
had always been a reliable partner of the free nations of
Europe.  The Board of Directors’ subsequent choices –
honouring Valéry Giscard d’Estaing and Pat Cox, Carlo
Ciampi and Jean-Claude Juncker, Angela Merkel and
Donald Tusk – put conspicuous accents on a deepening of
the integration process and a strengthening of the parlia-
mentarian and democratic substance of the Union. In
honouring Javier Solana and Andrea Riccardi, the award
focused in turn on Europe’s international responsibility.

In 2002 for the first time, the Charlemagne Prize jury
conferred the award on an object, the community achieve-
ment called the euro, whereas in the year past, 2011,
the personality was honoured who for many years had
rendered outstanding service on behalf of the stability
of our common currency: the then president of the ECB,
Jean-Claude Trichet.

Today, more than sixty years after the first conferring of
the International Prize of Aachen, we are well aware that
on the road to United Europe there is still a long way to
go. A milestone on that road, be it noted, was reached six
years ago: When on 1 May 2004 ten new states joined
the Union, postwar history, shaped by the Cold War and
the partitioning of Europe, was finally laid to rest. The
historical development leading to this comprehensive
conjoining of the European family of nations is insepar-
ably linked to the personality and the pontificate, lasting
over 25 years, of Pope John Paul II. In tribute to an out-
standing life work in the service of international under-
standing, humanity and world peace, it was therefore an
honour for the custodians of the Charlemagne Prize to
be able to confer on Pope John Paul II the Charlemagne
Prize Extraordinary. The unique and truly extraordinary
award ceremony took place on 24 March 2004 in Rome.

The conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize of
Aachen traditionally takes place on Ascension Day in the
Coronation Hall of the Aachen Town Hall. On the day
before, the Charlemagne Prize Europe Forum is held: a
conference of distinguished participants to discuss topics

relevant to the future of Europe. An additional event is
the conferring of the new “European Charlemagne Prize
for Youth”, initiated in 2008 jointly with the European
Parliament. This award takes up the idea first presented
by Kurt Pfeiffer to his literary society, supplementing and
enriching it: Like the traditional Charlemagne Prize, the
Youth Prize honours role models–in this case young people
whose lives exemplify the community of Europeans, thus
impressively carrying on the great work of unification.

Barbarossa Chandelier Aachen Cathedral
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More than 60 years after its initial proclamation, the
International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen is still today
enduringly contemporary and relevant. Particularly the
past weeks and months have exposed sensitivities and
weaknesses, including some in the EU; they have shown
how important it is to expand in Europe the substance of
what we hold in common. If the European Union is not to
be just a system of common political institutions or a
common market, it must see itself, preferably today rather
than tomorrow, as a Political Union. As different from one
another as the worldwide financial and economic crisis,
the historic events in the Maghreb and the disaster in
Japan are, they all make it abundantly clear once more
that the European nation states on their own are in no
way equal to the challenges of a globalized world.
Whatever is at stake, be it peace and freedom, economic
well-being and social justice, or energy security and
climate protection, the only choice left to the EC member
states is the choice between independence without
influence and pooling their own interests to achieve a
common European position.

The difficulties and the challenges, undiminished in
magnitude, facing us in coping with the debt crisis in EU
states are indeed not owing to an excess of European
unity but rather to the lack of further steps towards
integration. It is therefore crucial for the member states
and the EU in its entirety to take the right action in
consequence of the current crisis. And this consequent
action can only be: more Europe.

Already in its selection of Jean-Claude Trichet in 2011,
the Board of Directors very purposefully combined the
award with a call, addressed to European politics and
policy, to continue to deepen integration and to organize
a Political Union that can do justice to the claims it
makes for itself as well as to its international responsi-
bility. And if the members of the euro zone agree at
long last to coordinate their fiscal, budgetary and eco-
nomic policies in such a way as to make possible a com-
mon and mutually aligned policy in these fields as the

outcome, this will be an important step towards achiev-
ing more binding commitment on the European level.
Wolfgang Schäuble is a forceful and important protago-
nist on this road. His word carries weight – in Germany
and in Europe. He is one of the few currently active
politicians who from the 1980s on were involved by
important offices and functions in the crucial progress
made in European integration:  the Single European Act
and the Treaty of Maastricht, the Stability and Growth
Pact and the treaties of Amsterdam and Lisbon. The
East-West-German Unification Treaty of 1990, which
was also the means of overcoming the division of
Europe, will always be associated with his name. And a
good two decades later, great hopes are now pinned 
on him with regard to crisis-management and achieving
a new quality of European cooperation.

As in the past, the Charlemagne Prize of 2012 is thus
not only an expression of thanks for outstanding service
on the way to a United Europe; it is also a wake-up 
call, a signal to keep moving consistently along this path.
In keeping with this definition, the scope of the Charle-
magne Prize itself and the activities of its institutions
have long comprised much more than the ceremony on
Ascension Day.  With the establishment of the Charle-
magne Prize Foundation and the Europe Forums, with
extensive ancillary programmes organized year by year,
and with numerous presentations at other venues, the
Charlemagne Prize today communicates its European
aims and ambitions much more vigorously than the in-
itiators of the award were able to do in their day. Thus
the presentation ceremony in the historic Town Hall is
the climax of a large programme of events – lectures,
readings, discussions, concerts and performances – during
which the diversity of Europe is resident in Aachen.

Dr. Jürgen Linden
Spokesman of the Charlemagne Prize Board of Directors
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The Charlemagne Prize Laureates

1950
Richard Graf
Coudenhove-Kalergi
Founder of the Pan-
Europe Movement

1951
Prof. Dr.
Hendrik Brugmans
Rector of the
European College
in Bruges

1952
Alcide de Gasperi
Prime Minister 
of the Republic 
of Italy

1953
Jean Monnet
President of the
High Authority
of the European
Coal and Steel
Community

1954
Dr. Konrad
Adenauer 
Federal Chancellor
of the Federal 
Republic 
of Germany

1955
Sir Winston
Churchill Former
Prime Minister of
Great Britain,
Secretary General 
of NATO

1957
Paul Henri Spaak
Secretary 
General of NATO

1958
Robert Schuman
President 
of the European
Parliament

1959
George C. Marshall
Former Secretary of
State of the United
States of America

1960
Dr. Josef Bech
Honorary State
Minister, President
of the Luxembourg
Chamber of Deputies

1961
Prof. Dr.
Walter Hallstein
President of the
Commission of the
European Economic
Community

1963
The Rt. Hon.
Edward Heath,
M.B.E., M.P. British
Lord 
Privy Seal

1964
Prof. Dr.
Antonio Segni
President of the
Republic of Italy

1966
Jens Otto Krag
Prime Minister 
of the Kingdom 
of Denmark

1967
Joseph Luns
Minister 
of Foreign Affairs
of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands

1982
H.M. King 
Juan Carlos I 
of Spain

1984
Prof. Dr.
Karl Carstens
Federal President
of the Federal
Republic of Germany

1986
The People 
of Luxembourg

1987
Prof. Dr.
Henry A. Kissinger
Former Secretary of
State of the United
States of America

1988
François Mitterrand
President of the
French Republic and
Dr. Helmut Kohl
Federal Chancellor
of the Federal
Republic of Germany

1989
Frère Roger
Founder of 
the Communauté
of Taizé

The Charlemagne Prize Laureates

1969
The Commission 
of the European
Communities
Represented by
Jean Rey, President
of the European
Commission

1970
François Seydoux
de Clausonne
Former French
Ambassador to the
Federal Republic 
of Germany

1972
The Rt. Hon. Roy
Jenkins, P.C., M.P.
Politician

1973
Don Salvador
de Madariaga
Philosopher,
sociologist, historian

1976
Leo Tindemans
Prime Minister 
of the Kingdom 
of Belgium

1977
Walter Scheel
Federal President
of the 
Federal Republic 
of Germany

1978
Konstantin
Karamanlis
Prime Minister 
of the Republic 
of Greece

1979
Emilio Colombo
President of 
the European
Parliament

1981
Simone Veil
President of 
the European
Parliament
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The Charlemagne Prize Laureates The Charlemagne Prize Laureates

1990
Dr. Gyula Horn
Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the
Republic of Hungary

1991
Václav Havel
President of the
Czech and Slovak
Federal Republic

1992
Jacques Delors
President of the
Commission 
of the European
Communities

1993
Felipe González
Márquez 
Prime Minister 
of the  Kingdom
of Spain

1994
Gro Harlem
Brundtland 
Prime Minister 
of the Kingdom 
of Norway

1995
Dr. Franz
Vranitzky Federal
Chancellor of the 
Republic of Austria

1996
H.M. Queen
Beatrix of the
Netherlands

1997
Prof. Dr.
Roman Herzog
Federal President
of the Federal
Republic of Germany

1998
Prof. Dr.
Bronislaw Geremek
Foreign Minister
of the Republic of
Poland

1999
Anthony Charles
Lynton Blair Prime
Minister of the
United Kingdom
of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland

2000
William Jefferson
Clinton 
President of the
United States of
America

2001
György Konrád
President of the
Academy of Arts
Berlin, writer and
sociologist

2002
The Euro
Represented by
Wim Duisenberg,
President of 
the ECB

2003
Valéry Giscard
D‘Estaing
President 
of the European
Convention

2004
Pat Cox 
President 
of the European
Parliament

2006
Dr. Jean-Claude
Juncker
Prime Minister 
of the Grand Duchy 
of Luxembourg

2005
Dr. Dr. Carlo
Azeglio Ciampi
President of 
the State of Italy

2007
Dr. Javier Solana
Madariaga
High Representative
for the Common
Foreign and
Security Policy and
Secretary General
of the Council of
the European Union

2004
His Holiness 
Pope John Paul II

Charlemagne Prize
Extraordinary

2008
Dr. Angela Merkel 
Federal Chancellor
of the Federal 
Republic 
of Germany
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2009
Prof. Dr.
Andrea Riccardi
Historian and
Founder of the
Community of
Sant’Egidio

2010
Donald Tusk
Prime Minister 
of the Republic 
of Poland

2011
Dr. h.c.
Jean-Claude Trichet
President 
of the European
Central Bank



Statue of Charlemagne
Detail
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The city of Aachen, once the centre of the entire Western world, becoming thereafter 
a border town, has always been aware of the historical task of true border-existence:
”To mediate and communicate, and to overcome boundaries”. The inhabitants of our
city were joined by blood-ties to the people of the neighbouring states, and in Aachen
there have always been men of superior mind and vision, who in the face of all
national parochialism and supposed interests have endeavoured to find the common
and binding elements of the Occident and Western civilization.

After two world wars during which the effects of the border situation of our city were
especially detrimental and in which the honest efforts of several generations to 
overcome imaginary national antitheses proved futile, our city, submerged in its own
rubble, has striven for its right to survival. But with the broader perception deriving
from its dreadful experience, it is more willing than ever actively to engage 
in the cause of Western unification, and that of economic unity as the indispensable 
preliminary stage.

Since human progress has always been initiated by individual personalities of genius
who despite all opposition totally dedicated themselves to their idea, it must indeed 
be useful and beneficial to point to these men as examples, and to urge emulation 
and realization of their ideas. 

A number of citizens of our city of Aachen, forever bound to it by birth or by fulfilment
of their life vocation, have therefore decided to establish an International Prize of 
the city of Aachen which in memory of the great founder of Western culture is to be
named the ”Charlemagne Prize of the City of Aachen”.

It will be awarded annually to deserving personalities who have fostered the idea of
Western unification in political, economic and intellectual-spiritual regard.

With the participation of the Mayor, the Oberstadtdirektor (chief executive official), 
the Bishop of Aachen, the Rector of the Technical University and eight other repre-
sentatives of the business and intellectual life of our city, a Society has been founded
which shall be the executive body implementing the tasks in connection with the
awarding of the ”Charlemagne Prize of the City of Aachen”. This Society, which will
speak and act on behalf of our great historic tradition and commitment, will in 1950
nominate an award-winner and after the election will announce his name to the public.
It aims thereby not only to point in repeated admonition to the unresolved problem
of European unification; it will also seek to indicate approaches to the practical 
solution of this urgent question. In so doing, it seeks the sympathetic cooperation not
only of the citizenry of Aachen but the entire Western world.

Aachen, Christmas 1949

Dr. Albert Maas
Mayor 

Albert Servais
Oberstadtdirektor

Dr. Johannes Josef van
der Velden
Bishop of Aachen

Prof. Dr.Wilhelm Müller
Rector of the University
of Technology 

Dr. Kurt Pfeiffer
merchant

Hermann Heusch
President of the
Chamber of Commerce

Dr. Franz Krauss
university professor

Ludwig Kuhnen
Bürgermeister 

Dr. Peter Mennicken
university professor

Carel Nieuwenhuysen
company director

Erasmus Schlapp
textile manufacturer

Dr. Jean Louis Schrader
company 
general director

Proclamation 1949
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Ex Officio Members:

Marcel Philipp
Mayor of the City of Aachen

Msgr. Helmut Poqué
Dean of the Cathedral

Prof. Dr.-Ing.
Ernst Schmachtenberg
Rector of the Aachen
University of Technology
(RWTH) 

Elected Members:

Dr. Jürgen Linden
Spokesman of the
Charlemagne Prize Board 
of Directors

Paul Neeteson
General Delegate of the
Compagnie de Saint Gobain 

Dieter Philipp
President of the Aachen
Chamber of Crafts

Irene Schulte-Hillen
President of the German
Foundation of Musical Life

Michael Westkamp
Chairman of the Board,
AachenMünchener 

Michael Wirtz
Consul, 
Partner Grünenthal GmbH

Members named by the
parties represented on
the City Council:

Armin Laschet 
1st Deputy Chairman of 
the CDU, State Parliament of
North Rhine-Westphalia

Heiner Höfken
Chairman of the SPD,
Aachen City Council 

Hermann Josef Pilgram
Member of the GREENS,
Aachen City Council 

Georg Helg
Chairman of the FDP,
Aachen Municipal-Regional
Council 

Members Proposed by 
the City Council:

Johanna Holzhauer
Senior Editor

Prof. Dr.
Hans-Gert Pöttering MEP
President of the European
Parliament (retd.), 
Chairman of the 
Konrad Adenauer Foundation

Members delegated 
by the Foundation of
the International
Charlemagne Prize 
of Aachen:

Dr. Michael Jansen
Spokesman of the 
Executive Committee  

Wilhelm Bonse-Geuking
Chairman of the 
Foundation Council

Members of the Board of
Directors of the Society for the
Conferring of the
International Charlemagne Prize
of Aachen

(as of May 2012)
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In respect for the founders of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen and in
recognition of the historic proclamation of 1949, the Aachen City Council and the
Society for the Conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen declare:

Like the founders of the Charlemagne Prize, we believe that the City of Aachen, by vir-
tue of its age-long border situation, its history, and its current situation in the 
heart of Europe, has a special commitment to our continent’s growing together, to 
the overcoming of borders and to the friendship of the peoples of Europe. 

Given the developments in Germany and eastern Europe since 1989, a comprehensive
form of joining together is no longer a utopian venture. In addition, a special role 
will accrue to Europe in the settlement of the North-South antithesis; and the problem 
of conserving our vital natural resources by the protection of the environment in
Europe and our overpopulated earth will loom ever larger. 

The City of Aachen and the Society for the Conferring of the International 
Charlemagne Prize therefore reaffirm their resolve to award, on Ascension Day in the
historic Coronation Hall of the Aachen Town Hall, the

International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen

to personalities and to organizations fostering in a special way the aforementioned
goals. The prizewinners will be selected by the Board of Directors of the Society 
for the Conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen, an independent 
organization. 

Aachen, 14 November 1990

Dr. Jürgen Linden
Mayor of the City of Aachen   

Consul Hugo Cadenbach 
Spokesman of the Society for the 
Conferring of the International Charlemagne Prize

Declaration of the Aachen City
Council and the Society for the
Conferring of the International
Charlemagne Prize of Aachen

1990
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Members of the
Foundation Council:

Wilhelm Bonse-Geuking
Chairman of the Foundation
Council; Chairman of the
RAG Foundation Executive
Committee

Chevalier Alfred
Bourseaux
Président Administrateur
Délégué Cablerie d’Eupen S.A.

Michael Breuer
Minister of State (retd.) 
President of the Rheinischer
Sparkassen- und Giroverband

H.E. Rafael Dezcallar
Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Spain to the Federal
Republic of Germany

Uwe Fröhlich
President of the BVR 
cooperative banking group,
Bundesverband der
Deutschen Volksbanken und
Raiffeisenbanken

Dr. Ulrich Hermann
Chief Executive Officer,
Wolters Kluwer Germany
Holding and Wolters Kluwer
Deutschland GmbH

Dr. Werner Hoyer 
Minister of State (retd.);
President of the European
Investment Bank

Hans Kauhsen
Chairman (retd.) of the
Board of the 
Aachen Sparkasse

Prof. Dr. Renate Köcher
Managing Director of 
the Institut für Demoskopie
Allensbach

Wolfgang Kopf
Senior Vice President for
Public and Regulatory Affairs,
Deutsche Telekom AG

Hannelore Kraft,
Member of the State
Parliament
Prime Minister of the State
of North Rhine-Westphalia

Dr. Dietmar Kuhnt
Chairman of the Board
(retd.), RWE AG

Dr. Kurt Liedtke
Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees of the 
Robert Bosch Foundation

Dr. Jürgen Linden
Spokesman of the
Charlemagne Prize Board 
of Directors

Drs. René van der Linden
Honorary President of the
Parliamentary Assembly,
Council of Europe

Marcel Philipp
Mayor of the City of Aachen

Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c.
Hans-Werner Sinn
President of the ifo Institute
for Economic Research 
at the University of Munich

Prof. Dr.
Jürgen F. Strube
Honorary Chairman of the
Board of Directors, BASF SE 

Dr. h.c. Roger de Weck
General Director, 
SRG SSR idée suisse

Klaus Welle
Secretary-General of the
European Parliament

Prof. Dr. Ernst-Ludwig
Winnacker
Secretary General of 
the Human Frontier Science
Program Organization

Patrons and members of the
Executive Committee and 
of the Foundation Council
of the Foundation of the
International Charlemagne
Prize of Aachen

(as of May 2012)

Charlemagne Prize
Festivities 
at the Katschhof
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Foundation of the 
International Charlemagne
Prize of Aachen - Statutes

Excerpts from the Statutes

§ 2  Purpose of the Foundation

1. The purpose of the Foundation is the promotion of the unification of Europe,
understanding and communication among the states, the peoples, and the citizens, 
in particular also

- the promotion of the International Charlemagne Prize of Aachen: 
its importance, its independent conferment, and the further development of its tradition,

- the collection, preservation and study of the documents of the Charlemagne
Prize awards, in an archive to be established for this purpose; and the founding 
of a scholarly library covering European topics,

- cooperation and shared sponsorship in arranging programmes and events 
accompanying the award ceremonies of the International Charlemagne Prize
of Aachen, especially as relating to the person of the Charlemagne Prize
awardee, his homeland and his activity in European politics and policy,

- the organizing and holding of meetings and events promoting the European
cause and instilling public awareness of Europe in the political, economic,
scientific-academic, cultural and social sectors.

2. The Foundation pursues solely and directly public-service aims as defined in the 
relevant tax-relief laws.

3. The Foundation’s activities are altruistic and not primarily for its own economic
ends. Its funds may be used only for purposes in accordance with the statutes. 

§ 5  Organs of the Foundation

1. Organs of the Foundation are: the Executive Committee and the Foundation Council.

2. The Foundation has a management body.

§ 6  Executive Committee

1. The Executive Committee consists of four persons.

2. The term of office is five years. Re-appointment is permissible.
The Executive Committee appoints its Spokesman and Deputy Spokesman itself.

§ 12  Foundation Supervisory Authority

1. The Foundation Supervisory Authority is the Cologne Regional Administration; 
the highest Supervisory Authority is the Interior Ministry of North-Rhine-Westphalia.

2. The Supervisory Authority is to be informed upon request about the affairs 
of the Foundation at any time.

3. Information about changes in the make-up of the Executive Committee and 
of the Foundation Council, as well as the annual accounts and report of activities,
are to be submitted automatically to the Foundation Supervisory Authority.

Foundation of the 
International
Charlemagne Prize

Foundation of the 
International
Charlemagne Prize
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Patrons:

H.M. the King of 
Spain Juan Carlos I
H.M. the King of 
the Belgians Albert II
H.R.H. Grand Duke
Henri of Luxembourg
H.E. Dr. Heinz Fischer,
President of the
Republic of Austria

Honorary Chairman:

Dr. André Leysen
Honorary Chairman 
of Agfa Gevaert N.V

Members of the
Executive Committee:

Dr. Michael Jansen
Permanent Secretary (retd.),
Spokesman of the 
Executive Committee

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c.
mult. Dipl.-Wirt. Ing.
Walter Eversheim 
former Spokesman 
of the Charlemagne Prize
Board of Directors

Jan Huyghebaert 
Honorary Chairman of the
Board of the KBC Groep N.V.

Dr. Bettina Leysen
medical doctor, teacher
(culture and medicine) 
at the Catholic University 
of Mechelen

Preamble

Proclaimed in 1949
by citizens of Aachen
and since 1950 awarded
to great Europeans 
in spirit and in deed,
the International
Charlemagne Prize 
of Aachen 
is to be enhanced in 
its importance for 
international 
understanding and 
the life together of 
the citizens, peoples,
nations and states in
Europe; and is to be
fostered spiritually 
and materially in all
political, economic,
academic-scientific,
intellectual-cultural
and social sectors as 
an arousing and 
inspiriting signal.

To this end 
the undersigned,
the Mayor of the 
City of Aachen,
Dr. Jürgen Linden,
and the former
Spokesman of the 
Board of Directors 
of the Charlemagne Prize
of Aachen,
Consul Hugo Cadenbach,
Aachen,
hereby initiate the 
establishing of 
the Foundation 
of the International
Charlemagne Prize 
of Aachen with 
headquarters 
in Aachen.

4 December 1997



On Ascension Day, the
17th of May 2012, in the

Coronation Hall of the
Aachen Town Hall, the

former Imperial Palace,
the International

Charlemagne Prize of
Aachen was awarded

to the Federal Finance
Minister, Dr. Wolfgang
Schäuble, in tribute to

his important service in
overcoming the division

and contributing to 
the strengthening of

Europe.

Coronation Hall,
Aachen Town Hall
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